FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
ankle. Was anything broken? Such an accident in such
circumstances! Imagine what the consequences might have
been! Happily he was only bruised. But ever afterwards
Li or I always held that black devil of a Greys by the head
while Peter was mounting.
On our left, parallel with the lake, a line of hills bounded
the view to the south. Sometimes I could see a Tibetan tent, a
truncated black pyramid, sheltering there from the wind. I
might be able to get the butter we needed over there. . . .
Only rare tufts of grass grew on the steppe and in between
them crept the wind, incessantly tearing the earth away.
We were now proceeding in a straight line between two
banks where water could flow when the thaw came,
Probably it was the road that was being constructed to Dulan
(or Tulandze), a distant outpost which we meant to avoid by
keeping to the south. What Norin had said was right. I
could have got to the Tsaidam on a bicycle if only I had had
the means of carrying enough food.
Norin had, no doubt, passed along here two years ago,
pushing his surveying apparatus before him day after day
and keeping up his courage.
Snow still fell as in midwinter. There were no trees and
our advance, with heads held down against the wind, was
less like a scene out of The Gold Rush than a phase of the
Retreat from Moscow. Alone, in front, on his white horse,
the Prince did rather make one think of Napoleon.
Legends.
It is said that towns are buried under the sand in that
neighbourhood. The whole impressive region has given birth
to many legends. The waters of the lake are sacred and
navigation on it is forbidden. This is why the lamas who live
on the island in the lake may lay in supplies only in winter,
when the ice makes a natural road.

